
 

TEN TINY TORTOISES TUGGED AT THE TENT.  

Kathleen Connell 

Language loves energy and aliveness. Whether in singing or good speech, knowing 

where and how to shape your tongue and lips to create words, gives movement and 

vibrancy to communication.  

Whether you’re a singer of classical or contemporary music, giving a presentation, 

teaching, or doing door to door sales, you want your audience to listen and 

understand the words. 

As a singing teacher, much of the training I offer is about the use of the articulators 

and how these enhance the sound, the understanding of the words and the story of 

the song. 

You put your tongue where? And do what? 

The tongue, combined with the jaw and lips are major players in creating vowel 

qualities, and also for the use of consonants. Singers and speakers can learn to use 

these articulators with confidence and ease and regular practice helps coordinate 

the articulators for precision, agility and clarity of words and singing. 

Learning about back and front vowels, the combining of vowel sounds, and the best 

way to work diphthongs can all assist in better singing and in everyday speech. 

Mouldy Jokes 

A common joke about speakers in Australia is the lack of use of the upper lip. 

(Colloquially know as keeping flies out of the mouth). I believe this is an old and 

tired joke and many Australian’s now speak well. 

Don Aitken in his book “What was it all for?” tells the story of Australia’s first Davies 

Cup win in the 1950’s. The losing Americans spoke clearly, and graciously. The 

winning Australian’s merely said “Thanks” with a resigning and inarticulate sound.  

 

 



 

 

Since those times Australian schools and teachers have worked to achieve 

confident, clear speakers, giving young Australian’s opportunities to present work 

orally. Many people now must speak publicly as part of their job and their everyday 

contribution to life. Singers and actors, with the benefit of advanced technology, can 

learn exactly how to use their articulators to enjoy and enhance their singing.  

Mikes story 

Mike is a gigging singer preparing for a cover show of a current artist. He was trying 

hard to match the sounds of the original artist, but as a result his own natural tone 

and artistry were lost. When he found a more precise and natural shape for the 

tongue, the finely crafted words began to come alive and Mike felt connected with 

the sentiments. The song became his.  

“I didn’t realise the difference small articulation adjustments could make to the 

sound”. Mike (2012) 

As Bob Dylan described the singing of Woody Guthrie (2004) ‘The sound of the last 

letter of a word would come like a punch; like a stiletto’ 

Try this 

You can play around with the title of this article and find out how your tongue 

contributes to better speech. Ten Tiny Tortoises tugged at the tent. Start slowly 

and then accelerate the phrase and discover the front and back tongue movements. 

Place your tongue in different positions throughout your mouth and listen for the 

difference made in each place. Then try narrowing the placement. Put your tongue 

only between the back of the top teeth and then various parts of the hard palette 

and feel and hear the difference. 

Now close your eyes and say or sing the following sentences and focus on the 

position of the tongue. 

o Please eat the neat sweet peaches (tongue body forward and raised) (try not 

to spread the lips!) 

o Harry was standing by the black taxi rank (tongue body forward and lowered) 

o Charles heart was far harder than Mark’s (tongue body back and lowered) 

o Do choose the goose soup, you two (tongue body back and raised) 

 
Choose two sentences and consciously change the tongue body setting and feel 
and hear the difference 
 
E.G. - sentence 1 = said with tongue body back and lowered 
         sentence 3= said with the tongue body forward and raised 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Voice and its work 
 

A healthy voice is what we use and hear on a daily basis. For many speakers small 

simple adjustments to the articulation of words can make a big difference to the way 

they are perceived by others and how their communication is received. 

For some, their more complex and difficult voice issues mean detailed and deeper 

work is required. 

For healthy singers, learning about articulation is essential if you want your 

audience to understand your song. 
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Kathleen Connell is a Sydney-based singing teacher and vocal coach who trains 
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